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36154 Acer Chromebook

Designed for portable convenience, this Chromebook is about the size of a piece of paper and weighs about 2.76 pounds. It easily fits 

into a book bag. It has a battery life of 12 hours. A widescreen and is LED-backlit. Low power usage and responsive software are 

provided by an advanced processor. The extra performance makes highly graphical classroom projects run smoother so tasks are 

performed quicker. This is a great addition to any classroom or home.

$299.95 1 year

35418 Samsung Chromebook 

4 years & up. This Chromebook is perfect for the classroom. It is 2.6 pounds and military-grade durability. It is made to handle bumps, 

drops, and extreme temperatures. A striking 11.6" HD display that comes with a full-size keyboard and trackpad. Access the world of 

Google. Use Google Docs, Google Drive, the Google Play Store and more. It has ultra-fast connectivity with a lightning fast gigabit Wi-Fi 

connection to stream educational videos or download massive files rapidly. It comes with multiple layers of built-in virus protection to 

guard against malicious malware. Up to 12.5 hours of battery life, built in camera and microphone.

$319.95 1 year

36258 Acer Chromebook Spin 511

The Acer Chromebook Spin 511 is the ideal laptop for education. With its strong consistent wireless signal, military-grade durability, 

and long-lasting battery, a student is sure to be productive with this tablet and Chromebook in one. You have the option of a clamshell, 

tablet, display, or tent mode. Finding the correct position is never a problem. With a battery life of up to 10 hours, this Chromebook is 

designed to meet the demands of the classroom. Fast boot times, ease of use, tough security, and the ready availability of Google Play 

are some of the advantages of Chrome OS.

$439.95 1 year

37040

Wi-Fi Booster

Linksys RE6300 AC750 BOOST 

WiFi Extender

Easily expand your home WiFi to enjoy uninterrupted streaming, smooth online gaming, and more with the Linksys AC750 BOOST WiFi 

Range Extender. The AC750 BOOST extends your existing WiFi range up to 6,500 square feet so you can enjoy a stronger WiFi signal, 

even outdoors. Can be used with any existing WiFi router or in conjunction with additional Linksys products. $82.01 1 year

37041
Laptop

HP 250 G7

Confidently complete projects with the latest technology including powerful Intel® Core processors, fast memory, and storage. Durable 

mobile design - rest assured that the HP 250 can keep up with mobile workstyles with a thinner and lighter design. The durable chassis 

protects the laptop, so it looks as professional as you do. Well-connected - this laptop is ready to connect to all your peripherals and is 

designed to fit the needs of business with an RJ-45 port and HDMI port. Specifications: Core i5 1035G1 / 1 GHz - Win 10 Pro 64-bit - 8 

GB RAM - 256 GB SSD NVMe, HP Value - 15.6" 1920 x 1080 (Full HD) - Iris Xe Graphics - Wi-Fi 6, Bluetooth® - dark ash silver - kbd: US.

$1,030.98 1 year

37042
Printer/Scanner

HP ENVY Pro 6455 All-In-One

Work fast and hands-free, the 35-page auto-feeder helps you complete scan and copy jobs quickly. Easily print, scan, and copy everyday 

documents from your smartphone, using HP Smart app. Save time by sending a mobile fax from your smartphone, tablet, or PC for 24 

months, with HP Smart app. Easily handle tasks and get a lot from one device, print, scan, and copy. Get started fast with simple setup 

that guides you through each step, using HP Smart app. Self-healing Wi-Fi automatically detects and resolves connectivity issues to help 

reduce interruptions. Tap the Smart Tasks shortcut in HP Smart app for a shortcut on your phone. Scan to cloud, email, and more. Get 

connected with Bluetooth® and start printing fast from your smartphone or tablet.

$229.48 1 year

37043
Accounting Software 

QuickBooks Desktop Pro 2021

Get paid faster by automatically reminding customers when payments are due. Stay stocked for success by tracking products, cost of 

goods, and receive notifications when inventory is low. Stay on top of sales tax and define which customers and which products are 

taxable. Track sales tax automatically throughout the month. Know what you owe by clearly tracking bills and purchase orders in one 

place. Maintain cash flow and easily take action on unpaid bills. Take early pay discounts automatically. Connect your bank and credit 

card to automatically download transactions. 3 year term.

$399.99
3 year 

term

37044

Wireless Router

Linksys VELOP Whole Home 

Mesh Wi-Fi System WHW0101

Experience flawless, full-strength mesh WiFi. Easy to set up and designed to fit anywhere, this ultra-fast, full-strength mesh WiFi can be 

set up in minutes. Featuring Intelligent Mesh technology and a sleek, modular design, the mesh WiFi system spreads strong WiFi 

through any kind of home. Mesh WiFi that learns from you. From the moment you set up your WiFi mesh network, Intelligent Mesh 

Technology gets to work adapting this system to your home. If someone accidentally unplugs a node, the other nodes will pick up the 

slack. Even with a busy network, this router knows how to select the clearest channel for your devices. Using a single node will act as a 

wireless router. Adding additional nodes will enable the Mesh WiFi System, allowing users connectivity throughout the house, 

essentially as access points allow. Includes one router.

$118.48 1 year
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37045
Linksys VELOP Whole Home 

Mesh Wi-Fi System WHW0102

Experience flawless, full-strength mesh WiFi. Easy to set up and designed to fit anywhere, this ultra-fast, full-strength mesh WiFi can be 

set up in minutes. Featuring Intelligent Mesh technology and a sleek, modular design, the mesh WiFi system spreads strong WiFi 

through any kind of home. Mesh WiFi that learns from you. From the moment you set up your WiFi mesh network, Intelligent Mesh 

Technology gets to work adapting this system to your home. If someone accidentally unplugs a node, the other nodes will pick up the 

slack. Even with a busy network, this router knows how to select the clearest channel for your devices. Using a single node will act as a 

wireless router. Adding additional nodes will enable the Mesh WiFi System, allowing users connectivity throughout the house, 

essentially as access points allow. Includes two routers.

$182.49 1 year

37046
Linksys VELOP Whole Home 

Mesh Wi-Fi System WHW0103

Experience flawless, full-strength mesh WiFi. Easy to set up and designed to fit anywhere, this ultra-fast, full-strength mesh WiFi can be 

set up in minutes. Featuring Intelligent Mesh technology and a sleek, modular design, the mesh WiFi system spreads strong WiFi 

through any kind of home. Mesh WiFi that learns from you. From the moment you set up your WiFi mesh network, Intelligent Mesh 

Technology gets to work adapting this system to your home. If someone accidentally unplugs a node, the other nodes will pick up the 

slack. Even with a busy network, this router knows how to select the clearest channel for your devices. Using a single node will act as a 

wireless router. Adding additional nodes will enable the Mesh WiFi System, allowing users connectivity throughout the house, 

essentially as access points allow. Includes three routers.

$258.88 1 year

37047
Walkie-Talkie

Midland X-TRA TALK LXT500VP3

Clear, crisp communication with easy button access and 22 channels. Extreme range up to 24 miles for longer range communication in 

open areas with little or no obstruction. Call alert notifies you of incoming calls from your group. Silent operation turns off all tones for 

quiet operation. HI/LO power settings lets you adjust transmit power and conserve battery life. Keypad lock prevents accidental 

activation of function/mode keys. Auto squelch removes annoying background noise.
$53.88 1 year

37048
WiFi Access Point

Linksys Business LAPAC1750C

The wireless access point features dual wireless bands and delivers combined speeds of up to 1.75 Gbps to support high-bandwidth 

activities such as video conferencing and cloud storage syncing. Captive portal for secure guest access . PoE+ for streamlined installation 

- PoE+ (Power over Ethernet Plus) capabilities, the Wireless Access Point can draw both power and data from a single Ethernet cable. 

There is no need for a separate power adapter or nearby electrical outlet: simply connect the LAPAC1750C to a PoE+-enabled switch or 

PoE injector, and the access point can function using just one Ethernet cable. Wall, table top, or ceiling mountable.

$209.87 1 year

37074

Samsung Galaxy Tab S6 Lite

 10.4" 64 GB Wi-Fi Only with 

Case

With the Samsung Galaxy Tab S6 Lite, you can leave your mark on whatever comes your way. The included S Pen lets you effortlessly 

create, edit, and navigate through your work. And its expansive crystal clear display and sleek, lightweight build makes it perfect for on-

the-go. Plus, up to 13 hours of battery life ensures you keep chasing inspiration day or night. The fast-charging USB-C port allows you to 

quickly get back to where you left off when you need to recharge. Store all of your content with built-in 64/128GB internal memory. 

Expand your storage space anytime up to 1TB with a microSD card. 10.4" WiFi Only Tablet, 4GB RAM, 64GB Storage. Case included.
$490.55 1 year

37050
	Samsung Galaxy Tab Active 3

8" 64 GB 4G

This tablet is built for tough environments with enhanced shock absorption. It features an inbox protective cover that is dustproof and 

water-resistant. Superior performance and super-fast Wi-Fi connectivity for greater data transfer speeds. This tablet provides a PC-like 

experience wherever work takes you. Samsung Dex is available on this tablet, ensuring dual-screen functionality so tasks can be picked 

up from anywhere, whether in the office, or in the field. The 13MP rear camera provides perfect clarity for both taking pictures or 

scanning detailed documents and the 5MP front camera is ideally suited to video or conference calls. Augmented reality, Google 

ARCore is now supported and enables augmented reality services, such as remote training. 8", 4G LTE Tablet, Carrier unlocked. 4GB 

RAM, 64GB Storage. Case included.

$834.18 1 year

37073
Galaxy Tab A

 8" 32 GB Wi-Fi

The Galaxy Tab A 8.0" (Android 9.0 (Pie) is designed with a minimized bezel, giving you more room to view your favorite content in a 

slim, comfortable form. Binge-ready battery. Browse, watch or shop with a high-capacity 5,100mAh battery. Thanks to an ultra-wide 

screen view, you can watch all of your favorite movies and shows on a Full HD corner-to-corner display. Whether you're streaming, 

browsing or sharing photos, the lightweight premium-metal design makes it easy to take from room to room or anywhere else you go. 

Video chat with friends and family using the 5 MP front camera or capture crisp, panoramic photos with the 8 MP rear camera with 

autofocus. ENERGY STAR Certified, External Memory/microSD Capacity MicroSD (Up to 512GB), Long-Lasting Battery, Main Display 

Resolution 1280 x 800 (WXGA).

$210.90 1 year
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37075
Samsung Galaxy Tab S5e

10.5" 64 GB 4G

Weighing less than a pound, the incredibly slim Galaxy Tab S5e is perfect for on-the-go. With LTE Unlocked, you have the freedom to 

choose your carrier and stay connected anywhere you go, no Wi-Fi necessary. Access content, download, browse and you can even 

receive and reply to texts and calls without your phone nearby. Features a 10.5" Super AMOLED display with an immersive 16:10 ratio 

widescreen. With the new Bixby Voice Assistant at your command, you can search, control playlists and more with just your voice-even 

from across the room, thanks to a far field mic. Charge fast and go - Get up to 15 hours of video on a full charge and power up quickly 

with fast charging. 10.5", 4G LTE Tablet, Carrier unlocked. 4GB RAM, 64 GB Storage. Case included.

$727.20 1 year

37058 Webcam C925e

1080p HD Video Quality, 78 degrees field of view, autofocus, auto light correction, built in mics-omni directional, versatile mounting 

options for LCD screens, notebooks, tabletops, with the adjustable clip or mounts to a tripod. True to life clarity. Convenient privacy 

shutter. Plug and play, easy to use. $109.95 1 year

63308 Deluxe Headphones

3 years & up. Deluxe headphones with volume control feature a high-quality sound. Noise-isolating, closed-back design features unique 

6' Dura-Cord™ (chew, kink and knot resistant) designed to be durable and reliable.

$19.95 1 year

37057 Wireless Mouse and Pad Set

Logitech mouse has micro-precise scrolling, contoured shape with textured rubber grips, small unifying receiver, Works with Windows, 

Mac, Chrome OS, Chromebooks, Linux Kernel. Long battery life with smart sleep mode saves power. Connectivity Type: 2.4 GHz wireless 

connection, Mouse Pad and one AA battery included. $28.95 1 year

26436
Duracell Procell Alkaline 

Batteries 24 Pack AA

These Duracell® Procell batteries offer dependable, long-lasting power and meet the standards of durability and longevity that users 

demand and expect. All Procell batteries contain no added mercury and are rated for reliable operation in extremes from -4 degrees F 

to 129 degrees F. Great for use in: Toys, Calculators, Clocks, Radios, Portable Electronics, Wireless Mice and Keyboards, Remote 

Controls, and Flashlights. Packaged in one large box which contains 6 individual boxes of 4 batteries. Made in the USA.
$16.95

26437
Duracell Procell Alkaline 

Batteries 24 Pack AAA

These Duracell® Procell batteries offer dependable, long-lasting power and meet the standards of durability and longevity that users 

demand and expect. All Procell batteries contain no added mercury and are rated for reliable operation in extremes from -4 degrees F 

to 129 degrees F. Great for use in: Motion Sensors, Testing Equipment, Remote controls, Flashlights, Calculators, Clocks and Radios, 

Portable Electronics, and Wireless Mice and Keyboards. Packaged in one large box which contains 6 individual boxes of 4 batteries. 

Made in the USA.

$17.95

89981
On-Ear Stereo Headphone with 

In-line Volume Control

These rugged and lightweight stereo headphones with in-line volume control feature on-ear design with leatherette cushions, chew, 

kink, and knot-resistant 6" Dura-Cord™, and the Anti-lice storage bag that are perfect for day-to-day lessons and testing.

$15.95 1 year

37069

Jabra Evolve 65 UC

 stereo headset with 

microphone

Wireless, Bluetooth® headset, Leatherette ear pads, micro-phone is uni-directional. Plug and play. 10 hour run time and 2 hour charge 

time. Includes carrying pouch and USB adapter. Max Operating Distance 98 feet. Bluetooth® 4.0 connectivity.

$210.00 2 year
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37070
HP Inkjet Combo Pack

 Black and Tri-Color

Set includes one cartridge each of Black Ink and Tri-Color Ink (Cyan, Magenta, and Yellow) for the HP ENVY Pro 6455 All-In-One Printer.

$45.95


